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Abstract
The mission is to provide companies that have budgets in cryptocurrency a quick and simple way to publish ads
online without the need to convert to fiat.
Our team is building the next generation online ad exchange that is based on blockchain technology. The goal is to
provide a more efficient, intuitive and transparent advertising platform, and to disrupt the existing online advertising
landscape and address the significant problems it faces such as advertising fraud, privacy and consent to receiving
sponsored messages, and the rise of ad blockers. With digital surpassing all other advertising mediums and
accounting for close to 40% of global marketing and ad spend in 2017, we see the need of innovation in this area.
We believe we can empower advertisers and publishers with a platform that is secure, transparent and beneficial
for all the parties involved in the process including consumers who have been left out by existing advertising
networks. Our expertise in the fields of software development, blockchain & cryptography, video streaming and
online advertising give us the confidence in creating a platform that is superior to all existing solutions used around
the world.
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Terms and definitions

Publisher— Person or a company that is in charge of connecting advertiser’s product with end users, as they are the
traffic provider.
Advertiser — Company that has a product and relies on others to advertise it for them.
Ad network (or an online advertising network) — Company that connects advertisers to web sites that want to host
advertisements. The key function of an ad network is aggregation of ad space supply from publishers and matching
it with advertiser and brands demands.
ICO (Initial Coin Offering) — an unregulated means by which funds are raised for a new cryptocurrency venture. An
Initial Coin Offering is used by startups to bypass the rigorous and regulated capital-raising process required by
venture capitalists or banks.
Fiat — legal tender that is backed by a government (ex: USD, Euro, Yen, Pound, Rubble, Renminbi).
SNSCoin — Token that will be used to purchase advertisement within the SNSCoin platform.
Dapp —abbreviated form for “decentralized application”, or an app with a backend running on a decentralized, peerto-peer network instead of on centralized servers.
Gas — Fee paid for the execution of every operation made on Ethereum
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Introduction

GlobalSNS a cutting-edge digital platform for video, online display and mobile advertising, leading hundreds of
campaigns for top market brands around the world. GlobalSNS is on a path to having its own cryptocurrency with
SNSCoin.
SNSCoin is a decentralized ad exchange built on Ethereum blockchain and smart contracts. SNSCoin platform is
designed to disrupt and replace the traditional digital advertising models by providing a transparent, focused
solution for advertisers to collaborate with ad publishers and reach the best potential clients. The core feature of
SNSCoin will be the SNS User Profile - a personalized platform that benefits the user with tokens for viewing online
digital advertising and allows every end user to understand and control the ads delivered to them. Giving more
control to the user is highly beneficial for advertisers since users voluntarily provide more information about their
preferences and consumer behavior, about their shopping habits and purchase preferences. This means that with
the help of the user’s SNSCoin Profile advertisers achieve surgical precision for ad targeting and ensure a high Return
on Ad Spending. The SNS profile will be automatically generated for each user. Users will still view ads even if they
do not tweak their profile and preferences. The technology of GlobalSNS leverages blockchain and smart contracts,
thus eliminating the complexity and confusion of existing ad serving networks. The network is regulated by the users
and the users only, taking care of the most common issue advertisers today are facing: lack of transparency and
incorrect or unclear reporting of advertising campaign results.
GlonalSNS provides a new eco system that connects Publishers, advertisers and consumers, platform that is
beneficial for all.
Companies that have budgets in cryptocurrency can publish ads online in a quick and simple way without the need
to convert to fiat. GlobalSNS will provide a complete product line that caters to companies with cryptocurrency
budgets and rewards consumers, publishers and advertisers for their services.
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Business case
Why would you use GlobalSNS Platform?

GlobalSNS provides a new generation advertising network that allows advertisers to buy ad space from publishers
using cryptocurrencies. Most companies that raised funds through ICO are actively developing their products. More
than half have promised to make it available to the public by 2019. Once their products are on the market, these
companies will need to advertise them. Startups usually spend 20 to 30% of their budgets on marketing and
advertising.
We have the technology and the Digital advertising real-estate to fulfill Advertisers needs using SNSCoin.
The need for a token of influence that solves current problems of online advertising, Global advertising and
marketing investments which continues to grow exponentially around the world, and since last year we see a
significant shift in the importance carried by different advertising mediums.
We’ve been hearing it for a while, But this was the year it actually happened: Advertisers spent more on digital than
traditional TV. To be specific: Digital ad spending reached $209 billion worldwide — 41 percent of the market — in
2017, while TV brought in $178 billion — 35 percent of the market — in 2017. That’s according to Magna, the
research arm of media buying firm IPG Mediabrands.
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You can expect that gap to keep growing: Next year, Magna expects digital ad spending to grow by 13 percent to
$237 billion, while TV ads will grow 2.5 percent to $183 billion, thanks in part to one-off events like the Olympics and
the U.S. mid-term elections. By 2020, Magna expects digital ads to make up 50 percent of all ad spending. Despite
its huge growth, however, the online advertising industry struggles with many issues. We have identified the ones
that affect it the most
Source: MAGNA | Data for 2017 and beyond are forecasts
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Problems Identified:

Problem #1: Payment methods limitations

All existing ad networks require advertisers to use verified payment methods such as bank accounts, credit cards,
etc. However, for many advertisers (especially micro businesses in developing countries), that’s an issue.
Moreover, most publishers do not accept cryptocurrencies, primarily because the general demand from traditional
companies is not significant enough to justify the adoption of a new type of payment. However, by 2018 the ad
market will be facing an influx of companies raising through ICO, and therefore most of them will have their budgets
in cryptocurrencies. These funds needs to be used and will create a few issues for companies who decide to convert
it to fiat such as low liquidity in crypto market causing the value to fall when converted, local governments charges
taxes over conversion of cryptocurrencies to fiat, loss of trust of community and reputation of the investors of a post
ICO company that converts cryptocurrency to fiat.

Solution: SNSCoin Cryptocurrency
Blockchain and the use of cryptocurrencies allows literally anyone to take advantage of advertising possibilities to
grow their business.
SNSCoin will provide companies that have cryptocurrency budgets, and money raised through ICO, the option to buy
online advertising using multiple types of cryptocurrencies and without the need to convert them to fiat. We will be
able to comply with any amount of advertising volume, having our own traffic and direct contracts with publishers;
in addition, we provide a direct connection for advertising networks to SNSCoin platform. GlobalSNS platform allows
traditional publishers to add SNSCoin cryptocurrency as payment method

4.2

Problem #2: Lack of consumer consent

While popular advertising networks like the ones of Google and Facebook allow for some extent of consent and
control over what ads users see, this functionality is very limited, and a lot of options are simply hidden from the
end user. Furthermore, it is directly bound with the targeting parameters of each campaign, launched by an
advertiser - if an advertiser makes a mistake when defining these, the ad will be broadcast to people who may not
be interested in it and may not want to see it

Solution: SNS User profile
Deliver nonintrusive ads that are precisely targeted. Through this, the end users will be seeing ads that are facilitating
their consumers habits rather than annoying them. The exchange will also offer advertisers to select for their ads
visual design that resembles native content as much as possible. For advertisers this means more precise targeting,
less opportunities for mistakes when setting their campaigns, and higher conversion rates.
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4.3

Problem #3: Privacy concerns and data misuse

Major ad serving networks and exchanges operate with huge amounts of centralized data that can easily be traced
back to the consumers’ identities. Despite legal disclaimers, consumer have no knowledge of the purposes, for which
their data is used, which is a threat to their online privacy - a threat the end users can do nothing about. Most
advertising networks include disclaimers about disclosing data to third parties, however despite these disclaimers,
consumer and marketing data is being sold by data brokers (unfortunately, there is no reliable information available
on the data broking market size but we have reasons to believe it’s a multi-billion dollar industry).

Solution: Blockchain ensures anonymous use of big data
The blockchain technology, which GlobalSNS utilizes, allows anonymizing large chunks of data so it is only used for
statistical purposes. Put simply, with the help of blockchain, advertisers still get to receive and process data about
their target audiences and consumers in the form of statistics only - without compromising the privacy of these
consumers.

4.4

Problem #4: Lack of bidding transparency

Existing real-time bidding (RTB) platforms offer no information about ad bids whatsoever. This means that an
advertiser is told the maximum bid for a particular ad property is $X but is not given the opportunity to verify this.

Solution: A decentralized exchange that can be audited
Due to the fact that SNSCoin is based on blockchain, advertisers can easily trace every click/view and verify every
component of a campaign (participants, ad placements, impressions, clicks, etc.). The information is decentralized
so it cannot be hogged or manipulated by the ad exchange so advertisers are only paying for actual results.

4.5

Problem #5: Unclear and/or misleading reporting

Online campaign reporting is every advertiser and marketer’s nightmare. Each and every existing advertising
network measures different metrics - one would report on clicks, another one - on sessions; one would give details
about invalid clicks, another wouldn’t; and so on. This prevents advertisers from being able to crosscheck data and
results, from using unified KPIs across all networks, and from accurately tracking return on ad spend (ROAS).

Solution: Unified real-time reporting
Blockchain provides a universal data set that every advertiser can understand and use to analyze campaign
performance. Further to that, GlonalSNS allows real-time reporting (existing networks require several hours to
aggregate the data and show it to the advertisers). This way, advertisers can quickly spot trends and adjust their
campaigns for maximum conversions. With real-time reporting, they can also easily test if a campaign is set and
tracked properly.

4.6

Problem #6: Ad fraud

The current online advertising ecosystem is flawed. It enables fraud committed by advertising networks, by
advertisers and by malicious third parties. According to reports from ad agency “The&Partnership” and the “Adloox”
audit verification company, in 2017 brands will suffer losses in the amount of $16.4 billion due to ad fraud (bots,
exploiting backdoors in ad serving networks, etc.). Ad publishers should also address the question of advertising
fraud. The global media supply chain also needs to change to ensure ads viewability transparency, reliable
measurement, compliance rules and common standards for advertisers.

Solution: The GlobalSNS anti-fraud system
GlobalSNS will equip advertisers with an anti-fraud system to trace and prevent fraud and invalid ad traffic. This
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technology in combination with the transparency, real-time reporting and audit accessibility of blockchain helps
deliver a platform where advertisers know exactly how much and why they are paying for advertising inventory.

4.7

Problem #7: Central regulation

Most of the existing ad exchanges rely on central regulation, in some cases from tech giants like Facebook and
Google. While this has advantages, it is also extremely limiting, restrictive and authoritarian. It is not uncommon to
see ad campaigns, or even advertisers/publishers being banned unfairly, with little to none ability to appeal, let alone
quickly. Even considering those restrictions, scam/malware ads still exist to date, even on Facebook and AdSense.

Solution: User-powered governance
With GlobalSNS, the consumer determines what is right or wrong. The power of crowdsourcing has proven itself
over the recent years, and the “consumer is always right” statement has never so right. Furthermore, we believe
that giving users the power to essentially filter out bad advertisements will be beneficial for overall conversions, and
therefore advertisers and publishers.
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Summary:

As you can see, there are many things wrong with the current state of online advertising industry. Time has come
for an impactful disruption of that landscape, and this is where decentralized ad platform come in.
SNSCoin token enables to pay via cryptocurrency, creating a drive in digital marketing and advertising services
offered by GlobalSNS platform, a platform that is being used by hundreds of publisher companies and luxury brands
worldwide. SNSCoin tokens will allow crypto-centric businesses to expand their marketing reach, engage and
educate a targeted audience, and grow their customer base. SNSCoin token users will have exclusive access to data
sets optimized to reach crypto-community audiences, data sets are also available to Corporate Family Customers
paying in fiat currencies. SNSCoin token holders will also have exclusive access to products currently under
development, including SNS fraud system, a blockchain driven anti-ad fraud system, and GlobalSNS Browser, internet
surfing without intrusive ads and the hassle of changing browsers or surfing behavior.
With these new solutions, advertisers regain control over their advertising spend, providing the ability to limit their
exposure to potential ad fraud and will be empowered to achieve higher return on their marketing spending.
Publishers will benefit more interest by advertisers, precise ads and higher level of end user satisfaction and
ultimately - higher advertising revenues. Last but not least, Consumers will finally have an online environment where
they can receive targeted, tailor-made ads without compromising their privacy and personal data in addition to
earning SNSCoin tokens.
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Competition

Traditional ad networks, currently there are hundreds of traditional local and global ad networks available on the
market; however, Google and Facebook are the main players there. Both companies support their own advertising
networks that are very popular among advertisers because of the large amounts of data both Facebook and Google
collect about the end users. However, being advertising giants, these networks do very little to please the
advertisers. They bring unclear reporting that is easy to be misinterpreted, as well as too many restrictions as to
what and how can be advertised. Furthermore, there is plenty of room for ad fraud left by these networks and as a
result, advertisers are exposed to humongous losses. Decentralized ad solutions and couple of other similar projects
related to advertising with smart contracts have been announced recently: Brave Software’s Basic Attention Token
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(BAT), NASDAQ’s NYIAX, qChain, adChain. While all these ad exchanges come from strong teams, the truth is we are
all sailing in uncharted waters here. This is why it is extremely important to have exceptional understanding of both
cryptography and online advertising technologies, as well as to stay as open in possible in terms of platform and
device availability. On top of this, the more decentralized ad solutions, the more viewpoints will be introduced to
solving the issues of existing ad networks, and the more the different networks will be able to learn from each other.
GlobalSNS target is to accomplish a positive and empowered ecosystem. We are excited about the fact that we do
have competition as this will push us to deliver a service superior to the others. The GlobalSNS network os universally
usable on all devices and operating systems; the SNSCoin token will be used for trading advertising property rather
just for governance, and will thus be easier for advertisers and publishers to understand and adopt.
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GlobalSNS strategy

Once the SNSCoin is fully operational, it will kick off with our vast publisher real-estate advertising market.
The expertise in the video entertainment industry we hold will help us quickly attract other similar publishers looking
for an efficient way to monetize. Attracting advertisers by the platform’s merits - clear and transparent reporting,
limited to no possibility of ad fraud, cross-platform/device availability, exceptional user targeting, etc. Further to
that, SNSCoin token holders will provide incentiveto bring more advertisers to the platform as they would benefit
from a more active ad property marketplace. Last but not least, we will invest a significant effort working with ad
blocker providers in order to get SNSCoin ads whitelisted. We are positive that this effort will be rewarded as SNSCoin
stands for a “clean”, targeted and meaningful advertising, and will offer ad blockers the option to monetize
whitelisting the rewards via smart contracts.
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Token

GlobalSNS ecosystem enables the use of SNSCoin token, it will be used internally to buy or sell advertising space and
time. Advertisers would be able to open new ad campaigns, and then place bids for them, the bid will be purchased
using SNSCoin token. The advertisers may bid for a specific number of impressions, clicks or conversions (e.g. signups, surveys, purchases, etc.). Once the Publisher accepts a bid, the token will be on freeze until the Publisher proves
that they have completed the campaign. When that happens, the token is transferred to the Publisher’s Digital
wallet. Certain actions within the network would be incentivized by the creation of additional tokens, which will be
received by whomever committed that action. This will ensure slow, on-demand inflation of the token so that there’s
enough in circulation for the network to be healthy and usable.
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Technology Overview

The SNSCoin, enables all parties to use cryptocurrency in the AD-market, though SNSCoin tokens are not a currency;
they represent a new model for the delivery of existing technology-driven marketing services. The SNSCoin token is
an ERC20-compatible token, leveraging the Ethereum blockchain for broad compatibility with existing wallets,
exchanges, development tools, smart contracts, exchanges and other associated technology infrastructure. The
Ethereum ecosystem has been in development since 2015 and offers the ability to deploy Turing trustless smart
contracts on top of its blockchain. This flexibility and extensibility has made the ERC20 token interface the most
frequently used token issuance standard. The SNSCoin token may be purchased using Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH),
Litecoin (LTC), Dash (DASH), ZCash (ZEC), Waves (WAVES), fiat currencies, and credit cards. By making the SNSCoin
token available to purchasers through a wider spectrum of payment channels, GlobalSNS intends to make its
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products and services and in turn, the blockchain ecosystem, accessible to consumers who believe in the space
outside their grasp. The SNSCoin token serves as a payment marker to access digital ad services provided.
GlobalSNS Constantly strive to innovate and intend to continue to make additional products and services available
to SNSCoin users in the future.

10 Core architecture
▪

GlobalSNS Script – B2B script that is provided to advertisers and publishers in order to use their website
real estate

▪

SNSCoin Token: Cryptocurrency ERC20 token used to trade advertising space;

▪

Publisher PAM portal: Provides the necessary tools for publisher to add their space and handles the account
website and information

▪

Advertiser Portal: Provides the necessary tools for advertisers and brands to open new campaigns and this
handles the information about advertisers account and individual campaigns;

▪

Consumer extension and user profile: Blockchain keeps the full information about consumers (devices,
location etc..) and their legitimacy; In addition to reward program.

▪

AdFraud system: Reduce Ad Fraud and Build Data Value Using the Blockchain

▪

SNSCoin Wallet: handles the bid accept/execute, payment processes; once a bid has been accepted, it
freezes the SNSCoin tokens until both publisher and advertiser have successfully confirmed the execution
of the bid, after which it unfreezes the SNSCoin tokens and transfers them to the publisher

10.1.1

GlobalSNS Script

GlobalSNS provides a script to site owners (B2B) to integrate as part of their website.
GlobalSNS is a very versatile app and can be installed on almost any existing web platform.
Whether your website uses Universal Code or a platform like WordPress or Joomla the Installation is super easy:
All you need to do is follow this quick few steps, and you are ready to go!
You will need to create your account with us, from which you will manage GlobalSNS on your site.
Follow the required steps that appears in the selected section and provide all the relevant information about your
site in order to make sure GlobalSNS integrates perfectly.

Requirements
•
•
•

Basic knowledge in HTML
Privilege user to change the Footer part of your site
The script code from the registration

10.1.1

Reduce Ad Fraud and Build Data Value Using the Blockchain:

GlobalSNS is developing Fraud system, which seeks to leverage blockchain technology and a transactional data set
to combat common varieties of ad fraud. The varieties of ad fraud targeted by Fraud system include:
▪

Selling Fake Inventory, i.e., Domain Spoofing: Many advertisers purchase placements using algorithms that
are not able to identify “look alike” domains that may not actually exist, or may have negligible use traffic.
Fraud system will track advertising placements, and capture data to allow bidders to identify spoofed sites
and avoid re-placing useless ads on non-existent or misleading web domains.
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▪

Automatic Refreshing: Many sites use automated refresh software to create the appearance of multiple
visitors and multiple impressions. By tracking IP addresses per impression, Fraud system will permit the
identification of certain behaviors and allow advertisers to avoid placements on offending domains.

▪

Hidden Ads: Certain web sites render ads on their pages in a manner so that visitors to that page cannot
see the ad. Fraud system will identify domains abusing advertisement placement by identifying abnormally
high sales volumes on a given web domain, so customers may avoid placing ads unlikely to be seen by target
audiences.

▪

Proxy Users: Internet users who mask their geographical information (typically derived by IP address) by
using proxy servers, VPNs, or anonymizers may imitate a unique user in a different location than that user
resides, which may degrade the value of the placement. Fraud system will compare a list of sales against
industry-maintained databases of known known proxy users, corporate virtual private networks, and/or
addresses that allow for user anonymity, to allow users who desire geographically accurate impressions to
avoid wasting valuable marketing assets.

Once Fraud system successfully implemented and activated, it is expected to result in greater efficiency and lower
costs for advertisers who will not waste their marketing budgets on malware, fraud, and useless intermediaries in
the programmatic advertising placement system.

10.1.2

Publishers Portal - PAM

1.1. Customization of impressions

In this section, the platform configures its permissions to display advertising
campaigns, selects the mean of displaying advertising content from the
suggested products of GlobalSNS, defines those pages on your site, where the
advertising campaigns will be displayed, configures time limits and other
settings.

"Create the rule of impression" window
Here you specify the names of permissions for the
displays of advertising content. It is necessary to manage
the permissions on your site for the advertising
campaigns easily.

"Configure impressions placement" window
There are pages of your website permitted for
displaying of advertising content.

You can select "All Domain". After this choice,
advertising content will appear on all pages
of the website.
You can limit the display of the advertising
content.
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If you select "Specific Page (Freehanded)", then the advertising content will be shown only on the page of the site,
the URL of which will be specified in the appropriate field: "Enter URL".

"Select advertising product" window.
You specify the type of promotion of advertising
content from the presented list.
When you click on the type of promotion, you are
asked to select "Video", "Bubble" or "Banner"

"Bubble" advertising format
When you click on "Bubble", you select the type of promotion related to this section:
“Basic Bubble”, “Extended Bubble”, “Imperial Bubble”
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Targeting by devices
"Duration of the allowed impressions" window
Here you configure the date of the start and the end of advertising content display, select the time limits of
impressions with the division by days of the week.
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"Planned Income" window This information
window indicates the number of unique visitors of
your website and the number of page views per
month. In this window, you set up the number of
views of the advertising content by a unique
visitor. If you enter a restriction on the number of
impressions, for example, 10, it will mean that
one unique visitor will be shown only 10 different
advertising campaigns per day.

"Territory of the Allowed Impressions" window
In this window, you specify those countries,
visitors from which will see the advertising
content.

4.1 Permissions list

This section shows the full information about all permitted advertising
campaigns on your site.

The way of displaying this information is shown below.

You can manage permissions, enabling and disabling them.
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After you configure permissions for the display of advertising campaigns on your website, you must go to section 2
("Advertiser") to customize the display of the advertising content.

10.2

Advertiser Portal (agency / brand) - APM

This section is intended for organizations who place orders to display advertising content and open campaigns.

Open advertising campaign

In this section, you open campaign and customize its impressions.

"Campaign Information" window
When you enter this window, you create a campaign,
enter its name, specify the name of the advertised brand,
and enter the link to the target visit of the advertised
product, as shown in the figure.

"Select advertising product" window.
You specify the type of promotion of advertising content from the
presented list.

When you click on the type of promotion you are asked to select "Video",
"Bubble" or "Banner"

"Bubble" advertising format
When you click on "Bubble", you select the type of promotion related to
this section: “Basic Bubble”, “Extended Bubble”, “Imperial Bubble”
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Targeting by devices
"Application for the creation of advertising content" window
If you need to make the advertising content, you should click the button "Order production":

Info: You can read more data about “order from Creative Button in the Appendix
Specify a campaign name and describe your wishes.
Communication is performed via email and phones listed in the "Organization customization" section.
Your order is confirmed by GlobalSNS officer within 24 hours.

"Duration of the Campaign" window
Here you configure the date of the start and the end of advertising content display, select the time limits of
impressions with the division by days of the week.
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"Location of the Campaign" window - Targeting by GEO
In this window, you specify those countries, customers from which will see the advertising content.

"Advertisement Categories" window
In this window, you specify the category of the advertising campaign (from the list). This section is necessary for the
selection of unique visitors of different platforms. For a higher quality of advertising campaign, it is better to choose
several categories.

"Customization of Your Application" window
Here you fill in the application form indicating the number of CPM views and CPC clicks. If you do not order the
transition to the target page (СРС), you disable it by clicking the check mark next to the CPC line. More precise settings
are made by pressing "Advanced settings".
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When you click on "Advanced settings", settings of the uniqueness of impressions
are made, i.e. you introduce restrictions to display advertising content to one
unique visitor according to CPM, CPC and limit maximum number of impressions
per day. After filling the fields, the system calculates the amount for invoicing.

"Payment" window
In this window, you specify the payment currency for payment of bill for your
advertising campaign.
Upon pressing the «Promotion» button, application for campaign start is sent to
the GlobalSNS processing system.

You have full information about Payment issues in the Appendix.

Campaigns Information

In "Campaigns data" section, you get summary information on all
advertising campaigns, hosted in the GlobalSNS system in the form of a
table, represented in the figure below.
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Clicking on the name of a particular advertising campaign, you get basic GlobalSNS reports on its conducting as
follows:

The number of impressions per day

Funding consumption
for every day of the advertising campaign

The number of clicks per day

Number of advertising campaign views
by countries

Campaign view by cities

CTR ratio per day

Device type

Campaign view by age

Number of views by gender
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5.3. Brand Manager

In this section, you will enter information about the brands you are cooperating
with.

Window of creation brand account
In this window, enter the name of the brand.

Specify a link to the main website of the
advertised brand.

Select brand category from the list

5.4. Organization Customization

In this section you fill out all the information about your organization, specify the
factual and legal address, full name of the officer authorized to work in GlobalSNS
system, bank details and other information.
Communication is performed via email and phones listed in the "Organization
customization" section.
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10.3

Consumer extension and User profile

The Consumer extension profile is a client-side dapp* (HTML5, in-browser) that allows users to change their
preferences regarding advertising and essentially describe their interests by themselves. To avoid the need for users
to have ETH wallets, users will be completely passive, only reading from the Ethereum network. In order for them
to change their taste preferences (or to log a conversion action), they would have to go through the publisher, who
would be responsible for paying the gas**. The change of preferences can be verified directly in the Profile dapp, by
reading information from the core data - reading data from smart contracts does not charge gas - and then displaying
a success message or an error message. Through the same process, the user will be able to report particular
advertisements to the publisher, in case they consider them inappropriate. Filling in the Profile will not be a
mandatory requirement for ad delivery - i.e. ads will be shown to users even if they did not populated or edited
their advertising preferences.

1.0

PAYMENT OPTIONS MENUE

PAY WITH FIAT

The second option is with credit cards, it can be Selected and matched by relevant region and local
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Second option is to pay with SNSCoin token , a 15% discount is received when paying with cryptocurrency SNSCoin
10.3.1

SNSCoin Wallet:

A DIGITAL WALLET THAT PROVIDES SECURITY AND ENCRYPTION FOR THE PERSONAL INFORMATION AND FOR THE ACTUAL TRANSACTION.
SERVER-SIDE DIGITAL WALLETS ARE GAINING POPULARITY AMONG MAJOR RETAILERS DUE TO THE SECURITY, EFFICIENCY, AND ADDED UTILITY
IT PROVIDES TO THE END-USER, WHICH INCREASES THEIR SATISFACTION OF THEIR OVERALL PURCHASE
SNSCOIN DIGITAL WALLET IS EASY TO USE. REGISTER YOUR ACCOUNT IN A FAST WAY BY JUST USING AN EMAIL ACCOUNT.
CONSUMERS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO FILL OUT ORDER FORMS ON EACH SITE WHEN THEY PURCHASE AN ITEM BECAUSE THE INFORMATION
HAS ALREADY BEEN STORED AND IS AUTOMATICALLY UPDATED AND ENTERED INTO THE ORDER FIELDS ACROSS MERCHANT SITES WHEN
USING SNSCOIN WALLET. CONSUMERS ALSO BENEFIT WHEN USING DIGITAL WALLETS BECAUSE THEIR INFORMATION IS ENCRYPTED OR
PROTECTED BY A PRIVATE SOFTWARE CODE; MERCHANTS BENEFIT BY RECEIVING PROTECTION AGAINST FRAUD.

SNSCoin tokens may be purchased using Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Dash (DASH), Dogecoin (DOGE),
Ethereum (ETH), Ethereum Classic (ETC), Lisk (LSK), Litecoin (LTC), Nem (XEM), Neo (NEO), Qtum (QTUM),
Ripple (XRP), Tether (USDT), Waves (WAVES), ZCash (ZEC), PayPal for ACH and certain credit cards.
SNSCoin tokens purchased using a credit card require a 90-day wait period before token distribution.
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11

Roadmap - Time line content:

During SNSCoin token pre-sale, main requirement is to have a clear business plan with stages of SNSCoin growth and
a list of goals to achieve at each stage. So, we divided Crowdfunding into 2 rounds with metrics for each round. Here
is the SNSCoin roadmap that demonstrates these rounds. Those are the recommendations from our advisors and
venture experts
Q3 2016 – Innovation of GlobalSNS
GlobalSNS(GSNS) is a unique creative digital advertising company that focuses on empowering her clients, GSNS
provide technology that pushes businesses ahead by not using the same ordinary campaign, GSNS create an Avantgarde campaign that is costumed fit to each and one our clients, we review and improve digital advertising results
as a free consultancy service.
Q2 2017 – Innovation of SNSCoin
The online digital advertisement market demands a change in payment method, they now require the option to pay
with cryptocurrencies, we provide SNSCoin.
Q3 2017 - Customer Development (Wallet and Token)
Developing SNSCoin Token and wallet for Publishers, Advertisers and Consumers (Visitors).
Q4 2017- Global SNS partners with over 150 publisher’s websites that implemented GSNS script, we now poses more
than 30 Million Unique visitors per month that sums to over 70 million page views.
Q1 2018 - Preparation of the first round of Pre-Sale
Q1 2018 Complete Wallet development of SNSCoin functionality to:
1) Accept mainly BTC, ETH, USD and most common payment methods
2) Fully functional Advertiser’s Office, Publisher’s Wallet.
3) Token transaction option between wallet A to B by ERC20 (Ethereum).
4) Complete Private Sale tokens
Q2 2020 Start of SNSCoin token listing as exchange platform
Development:
1) Accepting of SNSCoin token and burning it
2) 200 websites (Publishers) connected.
3) Contracts with 5 ICO
4) Token Sale Soft Cap complete reach total
Q2 2020 Complete Wallet development of SNSCoin functionality to:
1) Publisher mining by install SNSCoin Script.
Q3 2020 Add cashback/mining features as incentive for consumer
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Giving an incentive to consumers that are exposed to our Advertising and wish to earn money in cryptocurrency
coin.
2) Complete token Sale hard Cap
Q3 and Q4 2020
1000+ websites connected and over 150+ advertisers connected Transferring tokens in eco system mode for
getting cashback

GlobalSNS benefits with the grow power of SNSCoin:
1.

GlobalSNS is a unique creative company that focuses on empowering her clients, we provide technology
that pushes businesses ahead by not using the same ordinary campaign, we create an Avant garde campaign
that is costumed fit to each and one our clients, we review and improve digital advertising results as a free
consultancy service.
As a result, we receive from our clients a positive and exciting feedback, clients such as Gazprom, BFM.ru
etc.

2.

Partners using GlobalSNS Analytics get detailed analyzed data about the digital market and worldwide
mapping; with that information, our partners can better plan their future steps and how to approach the
local digital market.
SNS Analytics provides demographics, interests, GEO, languages, behavior, engagement, technology,
browser OS network, mobile overview, devices, benchmarking and acquisition.

3.

Providing services for both publishers and advertisers creates business opportunities for other regions, by
allowing us to connect between publishers and advertisers in a global market using local resources.
This pool will be replenished if publishers want to cash out their SNSCoin to a fiat currency.

12 Crowdsale
The crowdsale will fund the initial development and adoption of the SNSCoin. It will happen through Ethereum
smart contracts (ERC20).
The crowdsale will start on February 05th and will end on march 05th or upon completing hard cap of 21,000,000
Tokens.
You can participate in the crowdsale only with ETH/BTC currency or convert other popular coins using our unique
SNS-Wallet and easily exchange to SNSCoin tokens from ETH /BTC.
The address of SNS wallet is https://wallet.snscoin.global/ and you can start trading after a quick and simple
registration process.
The token exchange rate is SNSCoin = 0.42USD.
There will be a 40% (private sale) discount and in the pre-sale a 25% discount (the first month bonus will be valid
or when the sale reach full sales).
Total supply of 100,000,000,000 tokens and 10% of it is released to the market and is actually the market cup.
Tokens will be immediately transferrable after the crowdsale. There will be a hard cap set to 42,000,000USD and
soft cap of 21,000,000USD. If the hard cap is reached, the tokens become immediately transferrable.
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Please read SNSCoin Token Allocation to learn more.

Budget allocation
● Software Development: 40% of the budget will be allocated to the core SNSCoin development team, to fund
creating the initial prototype and then necessary improvements to achieve significant adoption; this also includes
costs for independent security audits
● Business development: 25% of the budget will be required for business development, in order to attract more
publishers and advertisers and gain traction; this will require attracting business development/ SNSCoin specialists
● Marketing: 25% of the budget will go driving awareness to the SNSCoin project to raise awareness and attract a
significant number of open-source contributors and build the community around the project
● Legal and administration: 10% - most of which will be allocated for developing a solid legal framework for the
SNSCoin network; a minor part of that will go to administration/accounting
● Contingency: 5% - set aside for unforeseen costs

SNSCoin token allocation
SNSCoin token allocation The total amount of SNSCoin token created initially will be 1,000,000,000
● 10% will go the SNSCoin Team and will be vested for 12 months with a 3-month cliff
● 6% will go the SNSCoin advisors and will be vested for 12 months with a 3-month cliff
● 2% will go to GlobalSNS for discovery, valuation, Ads Using cashback
● 2% will be set aside for a bounty program, such as bounties for translating the white paper
● 80% will be available for sale to the public*
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* - because of the 52,500 ETH hard cap, not all tokens will be sold in the initial crowdfunding event; The rest of the
tokens will be kept in an SNSCoin Fund address and be vested for 24 months with a 6 month cliff, and used by the
SNSCoin organization for allowing easy purchase of SNSCoin, making the onboarding process easier for advertisers
while SNSCoin is gaining popularity. This also allows for continued project funding.

Token Distribution

Extended use cases
Due to SNSCoin versatile and modular architecture, it’s possible to adapt it into many alternative “spin-off” use
cases. One such example of using the SNSCoin is grow to facilitate the business relationship between a publisher and
an advertiser in the case of sponsored social media content and Avant garde ads. This will serve the purpose to
automate this process and make it easier, while adding escrow, transparency and quick payment. Furthermore, the
system could be configured, through external oracles based on bots, to track the performance of such sponsored
social media.
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12.1

Legal Aspects

This whitepaper (the “whitepaper”) has been prepared by SNSCoin, a company that was incorporated in 2017, and
member of the GlobalSNS Group, a global group of companies that provides digital solutions (unless the context
requires otherwise, in this whitepaper the terms the “Group,” “we,” “us” and “our” refer to the GlobalSNS Group
and any of its subsidiaries) aiming to develop and operate a peer-to-peer lending marketplace on the Ethereum
Blockchain (the “SNSCoin”). This whitepaper may contain references to or summary of the smart contracts system
of the SNSCoin Platform, information available on our website and our pages in certain social media channels and
certain other documents, codes and protocols referred to herein (the “additional documents”). The summaries of
references in this whitepaper do not to the actual text of the relevant additional documents, copies of which will be
publicly available on our website, at https://snscoin.global/, or at any address specified therein. If any of the terms,
conditions or other provisions of any of the additional documents is inconsistent with or contrary to the descriptions
or terms in this whitepaper, such additional document shall prevail. Individuals reading this whitepaper should
review all the additional documents for more complete information. The Group reserves the right to modify this
whitepaper and the additional documents from time to time. The Group does not make or purport to make, and
hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking, in any form whatsoever, including in connection with
the accuracy and completeness of any information set forth in this whitepaper and the additional documents, to any
third party and, no person has been authorized to make such representation, warranty or undertaking.

12.1.1

Legal Aspects

Buyers should understand that the purchase of stocks involves a high degree of risk, volatility and illiquidity. A
prospective buyer should thoroughly review the information contained herein and in the additional documents,
especially the risk factors disclosure, and carefully consider whether the purchase of is suitable to their financial
situation and goals, prior to any decision if to purchase the stocks or not. The Group does not recommend purchasing
stocks, especially if it is made for speculative investment purposes, or without consulting with an externalindependent professional advisor, or if the prospective purchaser has no experience with cryptocurrency, blockchain
and distributed ledger technology. This Whitepaper or any of the additional documents shall not be deemed as a
professional advice to any third party. The Group does not recommend purchasing stocks, especially if it is made for
speculative investment purposes, or without consulting with an external-independent professional advisor, or if the
prospective purchaser has no experience with cryptocurrency, blockchain and distributed ledger technology. This
Whitepaper or any of the additional documents shall not be deemed as a professional advice to any third party. This
whitepaper does not constitute an ofer to sell, or a solicitation of an ofer to buy, an interest in any jurisdiction in
which it is unlawful to make such an ofer or solicitation. Furthermore, no federal, state or regulatory authority, in
any jurisdiction, has confirmed the accuracy or determined the adequacy of this whitepaper, nor is it intended that
the foregoing authorities will do so.
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12.1.2

Cautionary Note Regarding Forward Looking Statements

Certain statements in this whitepaper constitute forward-looking statements. When used in this whitepaper, the
words “may”, “will”, “should”, “project”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “intend”, “expect”, “continue” and
similar expressions or the negatives thereof, are generally intended to identify forward-looking statements. Such
forward-looking statements, including the intended actions and performance objectives of the Group, involve known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other import- ant factors which could cause the actual results, performance
or achievements of the Group in its development and operation of the Lendoit Platform to difer materially from any
future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forwardlooking statements. No
representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. All forwardlooking statements in this whitepaper speak only as of the date hereof. The Group expressly disclaims any obligation
or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein, to reflect
any change in its expectation with regard thereto, or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which
any such statement is based. Prospective purchasers of stocks are not to construe this whitepaper as investment,
legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or other professional advice, and this whitepaper is not intended to
provide the sole basis for any evaluation of a purchase in an interest. Prior to acquiring an interest, a prospective
purchaser should consult with their own legal, investment, tax, accounting and other professional advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens and other consequences of any such purchase.
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